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                             I. Introductien

   In the electron microscopic study on many kinds of surfaces, it is necessary

to make not only the two-dimensional measurement but also tke three-dimen-

sional measurement.

   For the three-dimensional measurement by electron microscope, two methods

have been used for examining the geometry of the specimen surface. One is

the stereo photogrammetric method developed by Haidenreich aRd Mathesoni).

The other is the oblique shadowiRg method developed by Seelinger2). Tlte

former has the advantage of simultaneously measuring both the two and the

three-dimension in spite of the complicated calculations. Although the latter

has the same advantage as the former, the infiuence of fragility of the shadowed

boundary cannot be neglected from the view point of measurement accuracy.

   It is necessary for us to measure the depth of the scratches of the stylus3)

on the examination of the metal surface. For this purpose, thiq paper describes

a new method that is used to measure th.e vertical section geometry of the sur-

face. And the vertical section geornetry of the diffraction grating is measured.

                               II. Methed

1. Procedures ef making tke two-stage replica of the original surface.

    Using an acetylcellulose film, one-stage replicas of the original surface are

obtained (Fig. I (b)). Ethyicellulose films about 3mm in thickness are before-

hane made from a mixture of ethylcellulose and trichloroethylene. A few drops

of trichloroethylene are dropped on these films, the acetylcellulose one-stage

replica already obtained is mounted on them. These two jointed films are

clipped by paper clip. Several minutes after the acetylcellulose film is stripped

off, the ethylcellulose two-stage replica keeping the shape of the original surface

is obtained (Fig. 1 (c)).
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2. Prccetlures of embeddiRg the two-stage replica

    Tke two-stage replica above men- (,)

tioned is evaporated by Al so that the

                     eAl layer about 2,OOOA in thickness (b)

can be formed <Fg.s. X (d>). The same

evaporated replicas are pasted by epoxy (c)

resin, facing each other (Fig. 1 (e)).

Two jointed replicas are clipped by a (d)

paper clip for 24 hr at room tempera-

ture, and for 24 hr at a temperature (e)

of 400C.

    The specimen obtained above is

polished perpendicularly to t'he em- (f)

bedded surface by a .crrinder (#300)

and emery papers (#･ 100, 240, 600) so

as to reach the objeceive point of the (g)

embedded surface, and Ias'cly is lapped

for 5 min, with a 20 g/cm2 of lapping

load, using a lapping powder of CrO, (h)

by means of a 600 r. p. m rotating disk

(Fig. I (f)). Through the observation

of the pasted layer coming in sight (i)

on the Iapped surface by a IOO times

optical microscope, the specimens cle- (j)

arly having .craps in the pasted bound-

ary are thrown away. On the other Fite"･

hand, the specimens having the em-

bedded Al layer and the lapped sttrface

of good state are adepted for next

3. Proceskusces o2" etcki,ptg ".he i.apped sasrSace

  etcheaf su.w.fac･e.

   The lapped surface is steeped into a

the 50 g water for about 3min, and so the

the Al layer between the lapped epoxy resin

cellulose side of this slit represents the

surface.

   In order to replicate the slit now

surface with 20 % solution of pure gelatin
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procedures.

       aRdi muaitl;a-g ttwo-sgage i'epggcas of this

     solv,ttion of 50g hydrochroric acid in

        micro-slit will appear in place of

         and the ethylcellulose. The ethyl-

   vertical se,ction geometry of the original

   appearing, we have coated the lapped

      warmed to about 300C (Fig. 1 (g)).
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In this procedure, when it is desired to observe the special portion of the slit,

the two-stage replica technique of the objective field4) can be applied.

    Tke obtained ge!atin replica is skadowed by Cr at a shadow angle of 300,

akd is coated vertically with C (geig. 1 (h)). A paraffin having a rneltiRg point

of 450C is melted on a glass plate, and the solid paraffin of a 1. 0-O.5 mm layer

is made. Tke coated replica surface is placed on the solid paraflln, and is

warmed up gradually until the coated replica surface touches the melted parathn.

After the paraflin has been hardeneaf, the glass plate which fixes the replica

is steeped iRto the distilled waeer and is warmed ttp gradttally to about 350C

for about 30 min (Fig. 1 <i)). The･ gelatin layer in sight is dissolved completely

in the water, but a portion of the gelatin between the mesh and tke Cr-C layer

is not dissolved yet.

    To obtain a good electron micrograph, the cleaning of the replica rnust be

done, as described below. The glass plate improving the replica is steeped in

the other distilled water. Furthermore the replica surface is washed down by

means of water jets of a squire in the distilled water. The specimeR treated

above is dried at room temperature, and then, as soon as it is steeped into the

benzene warmed about 350C (Fig. 1 (j)), the paraffin is dissolved in it, and the

Cr-C layer is freed from the parafin floatlng in the benzene. It is now moved

to another benzene warmed to about 350C, and when the benzene is warmed

up to abont 450C, the procedure of cleaning is completed.

    The fioating Cr-C layer in the benzene is ladled up on a mesh so tkat the

replicated portion of the dissolved Al layer is in the mesh hole. It is the two-

stage replica that makes it possible to observe the vertical section geometry of

the origina! surface.

    In the two lines which indicate the Al layer thickness in the electron inicro-

graph, the line of the ethylcellulose side shows the vertical section geometry of

the original surface.

                       III. Measurement and Results

    Fyom the procedures described above, the vertical section geometry of the

diffraction grating that has a grating constant of 240 lineslmm is illustrated in

Fig. 2(a). The black band in the center of Fig. 2(a) is the portion of the

dissolved Al layer. The upper side of the band is the epoxy layer. On the other

hand, the lower side is the ethylcellulose layer. In the two-toothed lines which

indicate the Al layer thickness in Fig. 2 (a), thae of the under side shows the

vertical section geometry of these grating grooves.

    In order to indicate both tke relationship of the verticai section geometry
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                Fig. 3. The schematic geometry of grating grooves.

original film micrograph with help of a 50 times contour projector equipped

with a protractor ring screen. The results are indicated schematically in ptg. 3.

!t is recognized that the results agree witk those obtained from the shadowing

method6).
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